New revisions and current issues in the eighth edition of the TNM classification for non-small cell lung cancer.
In the eighth edition of the TNM classification of lung cancer, the prognostic impact of tumor size is emphasized as a descriptor of all T categories. Especially in lung cancer where tumor size is 5 cm or less, the 1-cm cutoff point significantly differentiated the survival outcome. In addition, the new staging categories were assigned, namely, Tis (adenocarcinoma in situ) and T1mi (minimally invasive adenocarcinoma). Furthermore, the measurement of a radiological solid component size excluding the ground glass opacity component or pathological invasive size without a lepidic component was proposed for deciding the cT/pT categories for lung adenocarcinoma. The N descriptors were kept the same as in the eventh edition on the whole, however, quantification of nodal disease had a prognostic impact based on the number of nodal stations involved in the eighth edition, i.e. N1a as a single N1 station, N1b as a multiple N1 station, N2a1 as a single N2 station without N1 (skip metastasis), N2a2 as a single N2 station with N1 disease, and N2b as a multiple N2 station. In the M descriptors, subclassification was performed based on the location or numbers of distantly metastatic lesions, i.e. M1a as any intrathoracic metastases, M1b as a single distant metastatic lesion in one organ, and M1c as multiple distant metastases in either a single organ or multiple organs. Survival analysis of the eighth edition of the TNM classification clearly separated the distinct groups, however, unsolved issues still remain that should be discussed and further revised for the forthcoming TNM staging system.